Regain Control of Scholarly Communication

The University of California's scholars and their partners across the academy are reshaping scholarly communication. Understand the challenges, the crises they have produced, and opportunities to address them.

View a summary...

Current News & Issues

• UC committee calls for action
• UC launches postprint service...& more

The Facts

Current scholarly publishing models are not economically sustainable. Researchers and students have access to a diminishing fraction of relevant scholarship. But remedies and alternatives are being developed and tested. Learn about:

• The economics of publishing
• Alternatives for scholarly communication

UC Responses

• eScholarship Publishing Initiatives
• Systemwide Faculty Committee
• Systemwide Administrative Committee
• UC Libraries' Program
• Office of Scholarly Communication

Manage your intellectual property
• Retain certain copyrights
• Maximize the reach and impact of your work

Use alternative forms of publishing
• Deposit your work in open access repositories
• Submit to open access journals

Support sustainable scholarly communication
• Wield your influence with publishers
• Support publishing experiments and new business models

The eScholarship Repository is a powerful outlet for research results.
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